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Technical details

Land van fabricage  Duitsland

fabrikant Brokis

ontwerper Boris Klimek

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering Leuchtmittel/Bulb

Diameter in cm 25

materiaal glas, metaal

dimmen dimbaar op locatie

base/versie E27

schakelbaarheid trekschakelaar

Vermogen (max. Watt) 60 Watt

Dimensions H 28 cm | Ø 25 cm

Omschrijving

The Brokis Memory collection awakens the imagination and reminds us of a
carefree childhood. The wall lights in different sizes, the wide range of colour
options and a choice of finishes give this lighting experience a high degree of
versatility. The illusion of inflated balloons is flawless, right down to the
dangling cord with pull switch used to turn the light on and off. This is beauty
in its simplest and most compelling form.

The Brokis Memory Wall 250 PC881 is a wall light with a hand-blown triplex
opal glass. This glass is one of the highest quality materials used in the lighting
industry. The handcrafted production of Memory follows the centuries-old
tradition and experience of master glassblowers. The precise workmanship of
mouth-blown glass gives all Brokis products a distinctive, durable character
and outstanding quality. The glass shades are formed from several layers of
molten glass, each of which is inspected by a master glassblower before being
blown into its shape. Up to 70% of the quality is achieved at this stage of
production.

The Memory Wall 250 is 27.5 cm high and has a diameter of 25 cm. The wall
lamp is available in the glass colours triplex opal, grey, light pink, red, orange,
yellow, apple green, turquoise and blue. In each glass colour, the lamp is
offered in the surface in glossy or matt etched on both sides. The light can be
operated via a pull switch. The pull switch is supplied in white as standard, but
is also available in black on request. The Memory wall lamp 250 is suitable for
E27 halogen lamps or LED retrofit.

Each light is shipped with a high-quality paper envelope containing the
installation instructions, white cotton gloves to handle the light gently, a
certificate of authenticity and the BROKIS Small Catalogue. After opening the
box, you will find a QR code that will take you to a short video showing you
how to safely unpack and commission your new lamp, as well as detailed
information on how to properly clean BROKIS lamps.
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